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Abstract 

 
Equipment for storing hydrogen gas under pressure typically accounts for a significant proportion of 
the total capital cost of solar-hydrogen systems for remote area power supply (RAPS). RAPS remain a 
potential early market for renewable energy – hydrogen systems because of the relatively high costs 
of conventional energy sources in remote regions. In the present paper the storage requirements of 
PV-based solar-hydrogen RAPS systems employing PEM electrolysers and fuel cells to meet a range 
of typical remote area daily and annual demand profiles are investigated using a spreadsheet-based 
simulation model. It is found that as the costs of storage are lowered the requirement for longer-term 
storage from summer to winter is increased with consequent potential gains in the overall economics 
of the solar-hydrogen system. In many remote applications, there is ample space for hydrogen 
storages with relatively large volumes. Hence it may be most cost-effective to store hydrogen at low to 
medium pressures achievable by using PEM electrolysers directly to generate the hydrogen at the 
pressures required, without a requirement for separate electrically-driven compressors. The latter add 
to system costs while requiring significant parasitic electricity consumption. Experimental 
investigations into a number of low-cost storage options including plastic tanks and low-to-medium 
pressure metal and composite cylinders are reported. On the basis of these findings, the economics of 
solar-hydrogen RAPS systems employing large-volume low-cost storage are investigated. 
 
 
Key words: Solar hydrogen, remote area power supply, hydrogen storage, proton exchange 
membrane, system modeling. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Traditionally remote standalone power supply systems have employed diesel or petrol generators with 
battery storage so that the generator can be switched on for a continuous period each day to charge 
up the batteries and the load is supplied from the batteries. More recently wind and solar photovoltaic 
systems have been used to provide supplementary energy supply and reduce the demand and fuel 
usage of the diesel generator. Standalone remote area power supply (RAPS) systems that rely solely 
on renewable solar or wind energy inputs must have very large capacity photovoltaic arrays or 
aerogenerators since batteries can only store electrical energy for relatively short periods, typically 
less than a week or just a few days without substantial losses and the need to be recharged. The solar 
array or aerogenerator must thus be sized so that it can supply the demand at times of lowest solar or 
wind input with reliance on only short term energy storage [1]. Invariably in locations where there is 
substantial seasonal variation in solar radiation and mean wind speeds this requirement leads to a 
substantial oversupply of renewable energy in the high insolation or windiest periods of the year.  
 
Hydrogen storage offers a potentially attractive alternative to battery storage for renewable energy 
RAPS systems since gaseous hydrogen in suitable containers can store energy with relatively low 
losses for long periods of time, at least up to six months as required for season-to-season storage. It 
should also be technologically possible to develop an overall hydrogen production, storage and energy 
conversion subsystem for RAPS applications that has a lifetime of 20 years, that is, far longer than 
deep-cycle batteries that only last five to eight years [2]. 
 
Remote area power supply (RAPS) is a potential early market for solar-hydrogen systems because of 
the comparatively high cost of conventional energy sources such as diesel generators in remote 
regions isolated from main electricity grid. The prospects for solar-hydrogen systems have been 
enhanced by the development of proton exchange membrane fuel cells and electrolysers, which both 
operate with solid-state electrolytes [3-5]. Although further development is needed such solid state 
devices should allow electrolysers and fuel cells with operational lifetimes of the same order as 
photovoltaic cells, that is more than 20 years, to be achieved. More generally the production of 
hydrogen from renewable energy sources has the advantage of zero or low greenhouse gas 
emissions, long term sustainability, security of supply, and widespread availability on a global scale. 
 
A number of studies and demonstration projects have focussed on solar-hydrogen systems employing 
photovoltaic (PV) panels, proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysers, storage of hydrogen as 
compressed gas and PEM fuel cells [2,4,6]. It has been found that the cost of storage forms a 
significant proportion of total costs of solar-hydrogen based RAPS systems. Indeed the cost of storage 
and the associated PEM electrolyser and fuel cell is typically so high that only short-term storage of 
hydrogen is economically viable [7].  
 
Hence if solar/wind hydrogen systems are to become economically competitive, there is a need for 
low-cost storage systems that have low losses on a season-to-season basis, and are also safe, 
reliable and suitable for remote unattended usage. In the present paper we investigate using a simple 
spreadsheet-based simulation model the capacity of hydrogen storage required in a typical PV-based 
solar-hydrogen RAPS system employing PEM electrolysers and fuel cells for supplying a remote 
homestead, and develop some cost targets for such storages. In many remote applications, there is 
ample space for hydrogen storages with relatively large volumes. Hence it may be most cost-effective 
to store hydrogen at low to medium pressures achievable by using PEM electrolysers directly to 
generate the hydrogen at the pressures required. A separate electrically-driven gas compressor would 
then not be required, with a consequent saving in total system costs and gain in the net electricity 
produced. Experimental investigations into a number of low-cost low-pressure storage options, namely 
acrylic cylinders for laboratory use, plastic tanks designed originally for rain water storage, and a 
composite cylinder designed for LPG storage, are reported.  
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2 MODELLING SOLAR – HYDROGEN RAPS SYSTEMS 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a solar–hydrogen system for RAPS.   
 
 
We have developed a spreadsheet model to simulate the operation hour by hour over a full year of a 
typical solar-hydrogen system for remote area power supply as shown in the schematic diagram in 
Figure 1 [7,8]. The electrolyser is used to produce hydrogen for storage only when there is surplus 
power from the PV panel and available storage capacity. The hydrogen is stored in gaseous form. If 
the storage is full, a pressure sensor is used to switch off the electricity supply from the PV panel to 
the electrolyser. 
 
Inputs to a model run are the hourly solar radiation and load to be supplied, and the characteristics of 
the PV panel, electrolyser, storage system, and fuel cell. These characteristics are based on 
manufacturers’ predicted performances and independent experimental testing in our laboratory. The 
model can then be used to determine the area of the PV array, and capacities of the electrolyser, 
hydrogen storage, and fuel cell, to meet the load on a sustainable annual basis [7,8]. Hydrogen 
storage capacity is measured in terms of mass of hydrogen stored (in kg) so that the equivalent 
energy storage capacity is independent of pressure and temperature. The total energy content of 1 kg 
of hydrogen based on the High Heating Value is 142 MJ at 25 C [9] or 39.4 kWh. For a fuel cell 
efficiency (HHV) of 65% the electrical energy deliverable from 1 kg of hydrogen is therefore 25.6 kWh.  
 
In the present paper we use this model to investigate the hydrogen storage requirements and overall 
system economics of a solar-hydrogen system to meet an idealised electrical demand for a remote 
homestead in southern Victoria, Australia. It is assumed conservatively that the total electrical 
requirement is constant throughout the year at 5 kWh/day with a steady load during the day between 
6am and 10 pm of 0.253 kW, and a steady but lower load during the night from 10 pm to 6 am of 0.1 
kW. The solar radiation data used are hourly global solar radiation (direct beam and diffuse) on a 
horizontal surface in Melbourne (airport) for the period Jan 2004 to Dec 2004 [10]. The total incident 
solar radiation in that year was 5.45 GJ/m

2
, and the mean daily isolation 14.98 MJ/m

2
.The mean 

energy efficiency for the PV array used is 10%, and the energy efficiencies (based on High Heating 
Value of hydrogen) for the PEM electrolyser and fuel cell are found to be in the range of  89-93.5% 
and  57-59% respectively.  

 
Two essentially different approaches to determining the hydrogen storage capacity in a solar-
hydrogen RAPS system can be adopted: ‘unconstrained storage’ and ‘constrained storage’.  
 
In ‘unconstrained storage’, it is assumed that there is enough storage and electrolyser capacity to 
allow all the hydrogen produced by the excess PV power over the load at all times of the year to be 
stored for later use. Under this condition, the minimum photovoltaic area required to supply the total 
load over a full year, drawing upon hydrogen from storage and the fuel cell to meet the demand when 
the PV output is insufficient, is found. In this case, the area of PV panel to meet the annual load tends 
to be minimised, while relatively large hydrogen storage capacities are required.  
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The following results for the unconstrained storage condition were obtained for the solar-hydrogen 
RAPS system under examination here: 

 
Hydrogen storage capacity:        13.0 kg  
PV panel area:                 17.5 m

2
 

Electrolyser capacity       1.7 kW    
Fuel cell capacity                  0.253 kW. 

 
The fuel cell capacity (0.253 kW) refers to the maximum electrical power it must deliver to the load 
during the year, and is therefore determined directly by the input hourly load profile. Here we have 
taken it to be precisely equal to this maximum load, while in practice some surplus capacity (in the 
order of 10-20%) would need to be built into the fuel cell sizing to allow for year-to-year variations in 
maximum load. It is also low because of the idealized flat step function load profile. 
 
The electrolyser capacity (1.7 kW) is set by the maximum surplus power of PV supply over the load 
during the year. Once again we have taken this capacity to be exactly this maximum surplus here, but 
a surplus capacity of up to 20% would usually be provided. 
 
The hydrogen storage capacity required is relatively large at 13.0 kg, reflecting the fact that we are 
storing all the surplus solar energy available above the load throughout the year, especially of course 
in the summer when solar radiation is greatest. If the hydrogen is stored as gas at 25 ºC and at 
atmospheric pressure, a storage with a volume of 156 m

3
 would be needed (that is, very large, for 

example, a cylinder with radius of 2.6 m and height 7.5 m). If the hydrogen is compressed to 20 bar, 
however, preferably directly by the PEM electrolyser without the need for an external compressor, a 
storage volume of only around 8 m

3
 is sufficient (a cylinder of radius 1 m and height 2.5 m). It is 

interesting to note that LPG for household use is typically stored in metal cylinders at pressures up to 
35 bar.  
 

 

 
Figure 2: Annual profile of hydrogen in storage under the unconstrained storage condition. 

 

 
Importantly, under the unconstrained storage condition, there is considerable storage of hydrogen on 
a relatively long-term summer-to-winter basis, as can be seen from the variation of hydrogen in 
storage over a full year in Figure 2. The thickness of the curve (in the order of 0.5 kg of hydrogen) is 
determined by the amount of hydrogen needed to meet the nighttime demand via the fuel cell, that is, 
the regular daily variation in amount of hydrogen stored. The annual variation is approximately 
sinusoidal with the store being run down to zero at the end of the winter (end of August in the southern 
hemisphere) and rising to a maximum after the end summer in March. Such longer-term energy 
storage would not be practical with a battery storage system because most batteries will not hold their 
charge without significant losses and regular recharge for more than a week. 
The second approach to determining storage capacity is to set the maximum storage capacity and 
electrolyser capacity as inputs to a model run, and then find the corresponding system sizes, in 
particular the area of the PV array required, to meet the load throughout the year. The storage 
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capacity is set lower than that found to be required in the unconstrained storage condition. We are 
thus saving on storage costs but at the expense of having to install a larger PV area in order to meet 
the demand continuously. Once the storage is full of hydrogen, most likely in the summer months, 
hydrogen production by the electrolyser is stopped and the excess PV power is simply not used. 
Whether this approach is preferable economically to unconstrained storage depends critically on the 
relative costs of storage and PV capacity. 
 
The modelling results for the variation in required PV capacity with preset hydrogen storage capacity 
are shown graphically in Figure 3 for the remote homestead under examination here. 
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Figure 3: Variation in PV capacity with preset hydrogen storage capacity in the constrained storage 
condition 
 

As expected, the required PV area increases rapidly as the preset maximum storage capacity 
decreases. Interestingly as the storage capacity decreases, the solar RAPS system becomes more 
similar in terms of sizing of the PV array to a standalone photovoltaic system with battery storage. 
 
The variation over a year in the amount of hydrogen in storage is shown for the cases of preset 
storage capacities of 2 kg in Figure 4. In this case storage is still used to meet the nighttime demand, 
hence the daily variation in the hydrogen stored (the thickness of the line), but now there is very little 
season-to-season storage carried out. The storage is only run down to zero over the three winter 
months of June, July and Aug. For the rest of the year the storage is almost filled each day, since the 
larger PV array enables continued hydrogen production to replenish the storage even at relatively 
lower solar radiation, except in these three winter months. 
 

 
Figure 4: Annual profile of hydrogen in storage – constrained storage (2.0 kg maximum) condition. 
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3 HYDROGEN STORAGE AND SYSTEM ECONOMICS 
 
The overall system costs and hence the average unit costs of the power supplied have been 
calculated for the various storage conditions on the basis of the following assumptions: 
 

� PV panels with a capital cost of US $5000/kW and a lifetime of 25 years 
� A PEM electrolyser with a capital cost of US $3000/kW and a 20 year lifetime. 
� A PEM fuel cell with a capital cost of US $6000/kW and a lifetime of 15 years. 
� A balance of system (inverter, control system, piping, valves etc.) capital cost of US$6000 and 

a lifetime of 25 years. 
� Annual operating and maintenance costs equal to 2% of capital cost for each of these items. 
� A real discount rate of 5%. 

 
On this basis, the unit cost of power generated in the unconstrained storage case varies from 
$2.34/kWh for an assumed capital cost of storage of $2000/kg of hydrogen, down to $1.37/kWh for a 
storage cost of $500/kg (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Unit costs of power supplied under unconstrained storage condition and a range of capital 
costs for hydrogen storage capacity. 

 
The unit costs of power supplied under the constrained storage condition for a range of preset storage 
capacities (0.5 kg to 12 kg, the latter being just under the unconstrained storage capacity result) and 
assumed capital costs of storage ($ per kg of hydrogen storage capacity) are presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Unit costs of power supplied under constrained storage and a range of capital costs for 
hydrogen storage capacity. 
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It can be seen that for the highest assumed capital cost of storage of $US 2000/kg the minimum unit 
power cost of $US1.66/kWh occurs for a preset storage capacity of only 2 kg. Hence there is very little 
storage from season to season, and the installed PV area has to be very high at $34 m

2
. If a storage 

cost of only $US 500/kg can be realised, however, the optimal preset storage capacity rises to 10 kg – 
actually quite close to the unconstrained value of 13 kg – and the minimum unit cost of power falls to 
$US 1.37/kWh. In this case the considerable season-to-season energy storage that is utilised 
contributes significantly to lowering the overall costs of the power delivered. For unit storage costs of 
more that $1500/kg, a further lowering of unit costs can be obtained by reducing the preset 
electrolyser capacity. 
 
From this analysis we can conclude that, if the inherent advantage of a hydrogen storage system of 
providing season-to-season energy storage is to be realised in solar-hydrogen RAPS systems, it will 
be necessary to develop such systems with a unit capital cost of less $US 1000/kg of hydrogen 
stored, and preferably as low as of $US 500/kg. On the basis of delivered kWh of electricity from the 
hydrogen stored and the assumptions made earlier, this lower target corresponds to a capital cost of 
around $US 20/kWh. 
 
 
 
4 EXPERIMENTAL LOW-COST STORAGE SYSTEMS 
 
 
4.1 Acrylic cylinders   
 
For laboratory requirements of small volumes of hydrogen, we have constructed a storage system 
comprising two acrylic cylinders (diameter 150 mm, height 550 mm, total volume 9.7 litres) at different 
levels so that as hydrogen is collected over water in the lower cylinder the water displaced flows into 
the second cylinder which is open to the atmosphere at the top (Figures 7 and 8). Similar transparent 
acrylic cylinders are used in many of the small-scale demonstration solar-hydrogen systems now 
available commercially. Appropriate piping and connections for this mechanism are needed in order to 
facilitate the smooth passage of incoming hydrogen and subsequent regulation of stored hydrogen 
during fuel cell operations.   
 

                     
 
Figure 7: A simple two-tank water displacement system  Figure 8: Laboratory-scale storage for 
for hydrogen storage at near atmospheric pressure   hydrogen in acrylic cylinders (volume 
at ambient pressure      9.7 litres) 
 
                  
                                                                                                                                 

The pressure of hydrogen stored is atmospheric plus the head due to the difference in water levels in 
the two cylinders. Since atmospheric pressure is equivalent to about a 10 m head of water and the 
height of the cylinders is only 550 cm, this system stores hydrogen at only just over atmospheric 
pressure (about 1.1 bar). Importantly atmospheric pressure also acts on the outside surfaces of the 
lower storage cylinder so the pressure difference the vessel has to withstand – that is, the gauge 
pressure –  is only the head due to the difference in water levels (about 0.1 bar).  

H2 Inlet 

H2 Outlet 
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This type of arrangement provides a self-regulating, reliable and safe mechanism for hydrogen 
storage on the scale required in many laboratory experiments. If we assume the hydrogen is at 
atmospheric pressure and 25 C, the system can store just 0.0008 kg of hydrogen, or 0.02 kWh of 
electrical energy on the same assumptions as made earlier (section 2). The total cost of a 10 litre 
storage system of this kind including piping and valves is approximately $US 120 . Hence the cost per 
kg is $US150 000 or $6000/kWh, that is, enormous but this is of course a very small-scale storage 
system.  
 
Hydrogen is lost over time from a water displacement storage system of this kind by the following main 
processes: 

• Diffusion of hydrogen through the walls of the container 
• The dissolving of hydrogen in the water due to its solubility 
• Leakage of hydrogen through fittings and valves 
• Evaporation of water containing hydrogen in the upper container 

 
Hydrogen is the gas with the highest diffusivity through most materials. We calculate assuming a 
diffusivity of 1.3x10

-12 m2
/s that the percentage loss of hydrogen from an acrylic cylinder of this size 

and shape would only be 0.1% by mass per day. Over a six-month period such a cylinder maintained 
full of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure would lose around 19% of its mass, that is, a significant loss. 
However, as we shall see in the following sections, the loss rate falls substantially as the volume of the 
storage container increases. 
 
Hydrogen gas is also lost from the storage by dissolving of hydrogen in the water.  The mole fraction 
solubility of hydrogen in water at standard temperature and partial pressure is 1.411x10

-5
, 

corresponding to a mass fraction of 1.567x 10
-6

. Thus when the storage is first completely filled with 
hydrogen and left to stabilise, the 9.7 litre volume (9.7 kg) of water can dissolve 1.52x10

-5
 kg of 

hydrogen, that is, almost 2% of the total mass of hydrogen stored. But once the water is saturated with 
hydrogen, the continuing losses will be small, taking place only through the loss of water by 
evaporation from the top surface in the upper cylinder, and the small emission of hydrogen directly 
from this surface into the atmosphere since the concentration of hydrogen in the water will be slightly 
greater than that in the atmosphere.  
 
We have not as yet measured the loss of hydrogen through fittings and valves. However, a leak test 
over a period of several days has shown that the loss of hydrogen is in the order of that expected from 
the theoretical diffusion estimate above, suggesting that any additional losses are probably smaller 
than those due to diffusion. Further experimental work on overall hydrogen loss rates from all 
processes is planned, as well as development of a full safety regimen. 

 
 
 
4.2 Plastic water tanks    
 

 
For storage of greater volumes of hydrogen at low pressures it may be possible to use modified plastic 
or cement water tanks. Plastic water tanks with volumes of up to 50 000 litres (50 m

3
) or more are 

widely available and used for water storage in rural and remote properties in Australia and many other 
countries. They are commonly made from plastics (polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC and fibre 
reinforced plastic), and are lightweight.  
 
We have constructed a small experimental hydrogen storage facility using two 225 litre fibre-reinforced 
plastic water tanks (wall thickness 3 mm) in the split level water displacement configuration to test its 
suitability for use with solar hydrogen RAPS systems (Figures 9 and 10). As with the acrylic cylinder 
system just described, the storage pressure is only marginally higher than atmospheric pressure 
depending upon the amount of water displaced from the bottom tank to the top one. The difference in 
level of these two tanks can be positioned in order to generate a greater storage pressure. Work is 
under way to test the range of pressures such tanks can safely withstand. In addition plumbing fittings, 
valves and pipes suitable for hydrogen usages are being sourced. 
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Figure 9: Schematic of the split level water tank, with the         Figure 10: Water tank (225 litre) 
lower tank preferably located underground.                                 
 
 
  

This 225 litre experimental system can store 0.018 kg of hydrogen at atmospheric pressure, or the 
equivalent of just under 0.7 kWh of electrical energy. At a total cost of $US 500, the cost per kg comes 
out to be about $28 000, or $700/kWh. Much larger plastic storage tanks with capacities up to 45 000 
litres are commercially available. Such a tank could store 3.7 kg of hydrogen, or 95 kWh of equivalent 
electrical energy, at atmospheric pressure. At a cost of $US 7500 such a system would have a unit 
storage cost of just over $US 2000 per kg or hydrogen or $US 80/kWh. If such tanks could be 
designed to store hydrogen at 2 bar, the costs are halved to $US 1000 per kg or $US 40/kWh. 
 
On the same assumptions as in the previous subsection, the percentage loss of hydrogen due to 
diffusion through the walls from a 354 litre plastic tank of this size and shape would only be 0.02% by 
mass per day, and still only 4% after 6 months. For a 45 000 litre tank, the loss over 6 months is 
reduced to a miniscule 0.5%. The diffusion loss rate decreases with the size of the tank since losses 
increase with surface area (approximately the radius squared for a cylindrical tank of constant shape), 
and decrease with wall thickness, while the amount of hydrogen stored increases with the volume 
(radius cubed). Moreover, under a constrained storage condition, this loss, and that from hydrogen 
solubility in water, could be readily made up without any extra cost from the surplus hydrogen 
production capacity of the PV-electrolyser system. Hence provided other losses, such as from fittings 
and valves are not significant, the goal of season-to season storage of hydrogen could be achieved 
with such a system. 
  
The storage system is self regulating in terms of pressure, but a pressure release valve at the top of 
the hydrogen storage cylinder is desirable in case the pipe connecting the tanks became blocked. An 
oxygen sensor in this cylinder connected to an alarm system if the oxygen concentration rose to near 
the lower flammability limit for hydrogen of 4% oxygen is also necessary. A flashback arrestor in the 
supply line to the fuel cell is a further sensible precaution, and of course no naked flames should be 
allowed near the storage system. 
 
The location of the hydrogen storage tank underground potentially has a strong safety advantage, 
particularly since in the Australian context hydrogen storages used for RAPS in many rural and remote 
areas must be able to withstand bushfires and lightning strikes. A full safety audit of this method of 
storage will be needed before any field trials.  
 
 
 
 

H2 Outlet  

To Fuel cell 

H2 Inlet from 

Electrolyser            
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4.3 Metal or composite LPG cylinders  
 
Compressed hydrogen gas at medium pressure stored in suitable low-carbon steel or composite 
cylinders is another promising option for low-cost storage (Figure 11). These medium pressure storage 
cylinders are smaller and heavier than the plastic low-pressure storages. Metal cylinders are already 
commonly used for storing LPG at pressures of up to 35 bar, and increasingly composite cylinders are 
being used as well for the same purpose. Similar principles applicable to storage of LPG and natural 
gas in the low to medium pressure range can be implemented for hydrogen as well. Pyle (1997) has 
used steel LPG cylinders derated from their design pressure of 17 bar (for LPG use) to 8 bar for safe 
storage of hydrogen (Figure 12) [11]. Metal cylinders for storing hydrogen must be made of low carbon 
steel, so that they do not suffer from hydrogen embrittlement [11]. The material of the tank should be 
of low-carbon steel and is thus resistant to hydrogen embrittlement. Pyle states that tanks made from 
steel with a high-carbon content, or which has been cold-rolled or cold-forged, or have weld hard spots 
in excess of about Vickers Hardness Number 260, should not be used for storage of hydrogen[11].  
Composite cylinders are particularly promising for hydrogen storage since they do not suffer from 
embrittlement. All valves and regulators used should of course be hydrogen compatible.  
 
Storage of hydrogen as a compressed gas up to 20 bar in metal or composite cylinders would match 
well the capabilities of current-generation PEM electrolysers to generate hydrogen under pressure for 
direct storage without the need of an external compressor. This option could be very cost-effective, 
since the compression achievable by the PEM electrolysers would greatly reduce the storage volumes 
required, and the additional cost of an electrically driven compressor would be avoided, as would its 
electricity consumption that otherwise would significantly lower the net energy production of the 
system.  
 
An 8000 litre metal cylinder for storing gas at pressures up to 20 bar today costs in the order of 
US$9000. If such a cylinder is used to store hydrogen at 20 bar, which should be obtainable directly 
from a PEM electrolyser, the cost would be just less than $700/kg (or $26/kWh), and hence it is 
approaching our target cost of $500/kg (or $20/kWh). 

 

                            .           

                       
Figure 11: Composite cylinder for            Figure 12: Pressure-derated metal LPG cylinders used                
gas storage at up to 35 bar                            for hydrogen storage up to 8 bar (Pyle 1997). 
                                                                                                       

 
 
Hydrogen produced by a PEM electrolyser would need to be dried before entering a metal or 
composite cylinder for storage, and then probably humidified again before reuse in a fuel cell. 
Cylinders would be fitted with a pressure release valve, and flashback arrestor  in the supply line to 
the fuel cell. A sensor to measure oxygen concentration connected to an alarm system if the oxygen 
concentration rose to near the lower flammability limit of 4% oxygen would also be necessary. With 
proper safety equipment and procedures, such hydrogen storages should be as safe as the metal or 
composite LPG containers commonly used at service stations, industrial plants, commercial 
establishments and many houses in areas not served by natural gas. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS  
 
Computer modelling of the performance of a standalone solar photovoltaic – hydrogen system for 
supplying the annual power needs of a remote homestead in southern Australia shows that in the 
unconstrained storage case a 13 kg hydrogen storage capacity is needed. The associated unit cost of 
power supplied varies from $2.34/kWh for an assumed storage cost of $2000/kg, down to $1.37/kWh 
for $500/kg. In the constrained storage case, and a storage cost of $US 2000/kg, the minimum unit 
power cost of $US1.66/kWh occurs for a preset storage capacity of only 2 kg. There is thus very little 
storage from season to season, and the installed PV area is very high at 34 m

2
. But at  US$ 500/kg, 

the optimal preset storage capacity rises to 10 kg and considerable season-to-season storage is again 
employed as the minimum unit cost of power again falls to $US 1.37/kWh.  
 
Consequently, provided low hydrogen storage costs can be achieved, season-to-season energy 
storage becomes economically advantageous, leading lower overall unit costs of the power supplied 
by a solar – hydrogen RAPS system. Our analysis suggests that unit capital costs of hydrogen storage 
of less $US 1000/kg of hydrogen stored, and preferably as low as of $US 500/kg, will be required.  
 
A number of options for low-cost storage of hydrogen have been canvassed and assessed in a 
preliminary way in this paper: two acrylic cylinders with water displacement for laboratory use; 
modified large-volume plastic water tanks; and metal or composite cylinders similar to those used for 
LPG storage. Currently-available metal gas cylinders for storing compressed gas could store hydrogen 
pressurised up to 20 bar directly by a PEM electrolyser at an estimated cost of $700/kg that is, 
approaching the target cost of $500/kg. 
 
Further experimental work is progress to test these options for low-cost hydrogen storage for leakage 
rates and maximum safe operating pressures, and to conduct full risk assessments. 
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